
Willow’s Homework  
We ask that you complete the three pieces of homework from the top of the 
list in your homework book. We would then like you to complete at least one 

from the suggested list. If you think of any other pieces you would like to do, 
then please feel free to also do as many as you like.   

 
The theme for this half term is Earthlings! 

 
In Science, we will be studying Earth and Space. Choose a planet to research and 
create a fact file or poster about. You can present your findings in a variety of 

ways, with lots of detail and some images. Think about the distance of your planet 
from the Sun, your planet’s temperature, what your planet is made from, if your 

planet has any moons and if so, how many, how long does it take for your planet to 
orbit the Sun and any other interesting facts about your planet. 

 
As part of our ‘Earthlings’ theme, we will be learning about the different planets. 
Create a model or drawing of the different planets in our solar system. You could 

research a few key facts about each one and add this to your drawing or model. Be 
creative and make sure they are colourful! 

 
In English, we will be looking at the novel ‘Time Spinner’ by Roy Apps. ‘Time 

Spinner’ is an incredible sci-fi story for which you could base your own novel on. 
Try to include an opening, build up and dilemma which is resolved – remember to 

base this on a character travelling back in time to Earth in the present day. 
Remember to focus on blending dialogue, action and description to develop your 

writing even further. 
 
 

Choose at least one from the following list to complete: 
*Design your own planet where a living creature of your choice would be able to 

survive. 
*Create a quiz about the solar system for you to test your classmates with.  

*Create an information booklet about the whole solar system or just one thing in 
particular, for example the Sun or Moon. 

 
Homework is due in on Friday 15th December but you may bring any of your 

homework in earlier as soon as you have completed it! 
Please remember our high expectations of work, especially excellent presentation! 
 
 


